
COST REDUCTION PROGRAM

In difficult economic times there is a proliferation of cost reduction consultants and in house cost 
containment  efforts.   There  is  nothing  wrong  with  this  as  long  as  management  has  a  clear 
understanding what a cost reduction program is, and what it is not!

What a Cost Reduction Program it is not:

• Cost reduction is not a series of letters or directives from management.  Directives which are 
not backed-up by organized planning and specific  action plans,  are not a cost reduction 
program!

• Cost reduction is  not an accounting function.   Accounting reports are the basis  for cost 
reduction initiatives and for verifying effects of programs implemented, but are not a cost 
reduction program!

What a Cost Reduction Program is:

• Cost reduction is waste prevention.  It is the conservation of materials, equipment, labor and 
personnel resources.  The best way to avoid waste is to prevent it from occurring in the first 
place.  Waste prevention is tangible, results are immediate, benefits are measurable, and all 
employees can contribute.

• Cost reduction is operations analysis.  It is a review of existing methods.  Through years of 
doing business, every company comes to a point where it operates under procedures that are 
outdated  and  impractical.   Therefore  the  purpose  of  operations  analysis  is  to  pinpoint 
inefficiencies and make improvements, thereby reducing costs.  

Essentials of a Cost Reduction Program:

• Cost reduction programs must be attainable, and sustainable as well.
• Cost reduction programs must be part of the company’s culture – with the participation and 

commitment of all employees.
• Motivate and stimulate!   Communication is the most critical  portion of a cost reduction 

program.   Employees  need  to  be  informed  of  the  program  itself,  the  procedures, 
responsibilities, and updates!

A non-Traditional Method:

During my tenure as Deputy Controller and Budget Control and Reporting Manager with Kronos 
Titan  GmbH,  a  subsidiary  of  NL  Industries,  Inc.  (197-1982),  I  introduced  and  monitored  a 
non-traditional  method  of  cost  reduction.   This  program involved  active  participation  by  ALL 
employees with monetary and/or recognition rewards awarded for their cost reduction suggestions 
after of year of program monitoring.   The program worked like this:

• An employee submits a cost reduction proposal to a company committee consisting of a 
program  coordinator,  a  manager  from  logistics,  one  from  human  relations,  and  a  cost 
accountant.

• The committee, after due evaluation, accepted or rejected the proposal.



• If  accepted,  the  proposal  goes  to  top  management  for  approved,  and  if  approved,  is 
implemented.

• The  results  of  the  proposal  are  closely  monitored  for  ONE  YEAR  from  date  of 
implementation, and the economic results are accurately measured.

• At the end of the monitoring period,  when the economic results  are known, the worthy 
employee receives a monetary reward or other reward as established by the cost reduction 
committee, and approved by top management.

• The worthy employee is honored by management and colleagues for his contribution.

Not all ideas produce cost savings, however ideas that contribute to the well being of a company 
also merit recognition … not necessarily monetary.

The ultimate goal of a cost reduction is higher profits.  Most activities are in the direction of lower 
costs and expenses, however sometimes it is necessary to spend money in order to save money.

Obviously the details of an effective cost reduction program are more complex than outlined above. 
A detailed modus operandi is available.
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